SCHOOL COMPLETION: The child does not have a high school diploma or general equivalent diploma (GED)?

TIME OF THE MOVE: Was the move within the preceding 36 months?

AGE: Is the child younger than 22 years old?

MOVE: Did the child move across school district lines and changed residence due to economic necessity?

PURPOSE: Was the purpose of the move in "order to obtain" qualifying work?

Seasonal or Temporary?

Agriculture or Fishing work?

Family has a prior history of moves to obtain qualifying work, OR worker actively sought (applied) qualifying work within 60 days of move?

Was qualifying work found within 60 days?

No

The child DOES NOT QUALIFY for the MEP.

Yes

The child MAY QUALIFY for the MEP.

The child DOES NOT QUALIFY for the MEP.

The child MAY QUALIFY for the MEP.